I am really excited to be releasing a new 4-Book Series called: **Keys to Understanding Soulish Warfare Vs. Spiritual Warfare** (see below):

**K2U Soulish Warfare Vs. Spiritual Warfare** (cover above)

**K2U Relationships**

**K2U Soul Ties, Soul Power & Soulish Prayers**

**K2U Freedom Here & Now**

I wanted a way to introduce these four new books—I decided to show the Table of Contents, the Introduction, and the first two chapters of **Keys to Understanding Soulish Warfare Vs. Spiritual Warfare** here. So, here goes:

**Table of Contents**

- **Introduction**
- **GLOSSARY**
- **Spirit Vs. Soul**
- **Evil Spirits Or Wrong Attitudes?**
- **Your Soul’s War For Your Marriage**
- **Territorial Warfare**
- **Misuse Of The Ministry Office & Misuse Of Spiritual Gifts**
- **Witchcraft, Spirit Of Jezebel & Spirit Of Fear?**
- **The Power Of Wrong Beliefs & Curses?**
- **There Is No Spirit Of Criticism!**
- **Generational Bondage Thinking**
- **Final Thoughts**
- **Salvation Prayer & Testimony**

Each book is 5 ½” x 7 ½” and approximately 140-50 pages

**Introduction**

If deliverance methods taught and used by so many churches and ministries today are really correct, why haven’t more believers in the body of Christ been set free?

There is a great deal of support from the Christian community today telling believers how to fight evil spirits. In fact, we have all been told that we have power and authority over evil spirits, AND WE DO! But far too many believers have never been taught how they can correctly apply that power and
authority to permanently stop evil spirits’ harassment of their unsurrendered souls.

Believers today have not been given a lot of hands-on, practical, and useful teaching about how to surrender their unsurrendered souls to God before they can receive His power.

Consequently, many Christians today focus on fighting the fights they have been taught to believe they can win.

This is the same skewed logic as the joke about the policeman who came upon a drunk at midnight who was searching diligently under a bright street light for his lost wallet. Questioned about where his wallet had probably been dropped, the drunk replied, “Over there in that vacant lot; but it’s too dark over there. I can see a lot better here.”

Fighting an Already Defeated Foe

Many seem oblivious to the obvious disconnect between how they are being taught to defeat an enemy that the Bible tells us has already been defeated!

It is more important to completely surrender to God and make room in your soul to receive his great power than it is to keep trying (on your own) to defeat an already defeated, yet still extremely tricky, external foe—the devil! Unfortunately, many believers continue to fight that fight they have been told they can win. These same believers don’t believe that dealing with their unsurrendered souls is even necessary!

Some believers say, “I know I’ll never be perfect here. That will have to wait until I get to Heaven.” That is an excuse to not even try to be all you can be for God here on Earth!

There is a far more productive way to move into the fullness of the spiritual being your God has always meant for you to be.

Mounting an even greater aggressive counterattack on Satan is not the way!

The greater way to becoming spiritually free in your mind, will, and emotions is by learning how you, as one of God’s children—a born-again believer—can best cooperate with God’s love, His will, His healing, and His power.

No matter how much you believe you trust God’s will or you declare you want to move out into the unknown with Him, there’s a pretty good chance there are still a few ugly hidden areas in your soul where even you won’t go. You hope those hidden things will eventually die if you just ignore them long enough. They won’t!

It is to both your unsurrendered soul’s and the enemy’s benefit to maintain those hidden areas because they can be used to control you. Your unsurrendered soul and the enemy maintain and sustain these areas by pouring fuel (more and more deceptions and lies) onto them.

Fully trusting God helps you finally surrender complete access to Him to heal and resolve the unhealed hurts, unmet needs, and unresolved issues in your soul that you have kept buried there for so long. God cannot heal your hurts and needs, and resolve your worst questions when you keep working so hard to hide them.

Hiding dark things by burying them in your unsurrendered soul has never eliminated your pain; it has only lessened it. No matter how deeply buried those dark things might be, they’ve been holding you back from spiritual victory for a long, long time. You can learn how to trust and surrender everything to God and let Him fix you!

Has My Unsurrendered Soul Really Been Causing Most of My Problems?

Yes! Read the following carefully. It shows your unsurrendered soul’s and the enemy’s joint power
that has been going on within you for a long time. It’s past time to expose it!

The unhealed parts of your unsurrendered soul fiercely protect all your fears, your unhealed pain, your neediness, your disappointments, your feelings of unforgiveness, your anger, your hopelessness, and your toxic memories of the abuses and the failures in your life! These painful areas can be used to control you.

Here’s an example of what you need to seriously consider:

If your house was being invaded by an army of flies, wasps, and ugly flying insects because your screens had holes in them, what would be the best way to deal with that nasty situation? There would only be temporary wins if you kept trying to kill all the invading insects with giant bug bombs and huge fly swatters. It would be a permanent win to fix the holes in the screens and keep the invaders out!

Open doors of access must be closed! There is more you can read about this phrase, open doors of access, in the Glossary of this book. Just remember that phrase: open doors of access. Read about these open doors in the Glossary on page 35.

Identifying the Players on the Field

In Daniel, chapters 10 and 11, you can read of amazing and terrifying things that are going to happen in the end times we are now moving toward (if we are not actually already in the middle of them!). The Book of Daniel in the Old Testament is the bridge between Daniel’s partial understanding of the end times and John’s full revelation of the end times in the New Testament Book of Revelation.

An angel spoke of a marvelous thing in Daniel 12:3 (Amplified) about the end times:

“Men and women who have lived wisely and well will shine brilliantly, like the cloudless, star-strewn night skies. And those who put others on the right path to life will glow like stars forever.”

In Daniel 12:4, (Amplified), the angel (Gabriel) tells Daniel:

“But you, O Daniel, shut up the words and seal the Book until the time of the end. [Then] many shall run to and fro and search anxiously [through the Book], and knowledge [of God’s purposes as revealed by His prophets] shall be increased and become great.”

Those who have surrendered their minds, wills, and emotions to God to begin preparing to be His end-time messengers will be full of understanding, be brave, and be ready to help others who will really need help. Leading up to these last days, there will be a lot of frantic and anxious running to and fro as the world desperately tries to understand what is happening.

I repeat: they will need help! Those who have lived wisely and well according to God’s Word will be ready for whatever comes. They will help others understand.

How is Your Trust Level with God?

We have to get our issues with each other and with God resolved now. We must settle our beliefs (becoming as if they were carved in stone!) that we do not need to have any fear since God will have our backs. We must also be fully convinced that He will protect the lives of our loved ones.

Suppose God said the end of the world was coming in one week and you realized your trust level in God was shaky. So you began a “beefing-up-your-trust-in-God-program” to increase your trust level. Your trust in Him will not suddenly get rock solid and true just because you start reading the Bible four hours every day and go to every church service you can find. In other words, you would never be able to fill up a
hypothetical “box of trust” with your “beefing-up-your-trust-in-God-program” before the end of the world next week.

**Learning to trust God is like taking a journey with Him. Every new bit of truth you learn about trusting Him must be walked out in your daily life. Practical trust is not abstract! It is a tried and true principle that you must personally experience and practice for that trust to be indelibly printed upon your soul!**

None of us know how much time there still is to allow us to work out any weak or damaged trust issues we might have with God. We can only know that there might be precious little time for us to get on track with trusting Him before we find ourselves right in the midst of whatever might be coming. We need to begin getting on track with complete trust in Him right now!

Do not think you can play any kind of catch-up once you realize that you cannot fix, nor can any world leaders fix, what may start coming down. Begin your journey of trust and obedience with God right now wherever you are. You don’t have to wonder how and where to begin that journey. The Kingdom Keys principles of prayer will help you move into a place of having complete trust and being able to surrender to God.

Understanding His will won’t be revealed because of any hit-or-miss praying. Nor will it be revealed to New Agers who pray, satanists who pray, witches who pray, atheists who pray, etc. There is nothing guaranteed in the act of prayer in itself.

God always sends forth His power when right prayers are prayed by His people. Remember that anyone can become part of His family by sincerely praying a prayer for salvation—you will find such a salvation prayer at the end of this book.

Many Christians are not praying truly right prayers today—right prayers that seek only answers that are aligned with God’s will. Too many are praying for things that their unsurrendered souls want or think they need. These believers have a limited spiritual understanding about what God wants and what He knows that we really need.

His answers or lack of answers, even to our right prayers, may not make sense to us at the time we are urgently praying. God alone knows exactly the right answers we need and when we need them.

**FYI: It doesn’t matter how spiritual or how scriptural a believer’s prayers might sound if they are not right prayers in God’s eyes, if they are not prayers that are in alignment with His will! He will turn away from such prayers.**

**Practicing God’s Will**
True spiritual understanding of God’s will comes from reading or hearing His Word and then practicing it. The most inspirational power Scripture’s muscle is only activated in your life when you PRACTICE that Scripture by doing what it says to do or by accepting (as truth) what it says you should believe.

**To practice means to use (take an active part in) ideas, actions, or beliefs as opposed to just having a theory about them; to practice them you actually use or participate in these ideas and beliefs having hoped-for goals in mind.**

Hebrews 5:12-14 tells us:

“By this time you ought to be teachers yourselves, yet here I find you need someone to sit down with you and go over the basics on God again, starting
from square one—baby's milk, when you should have been on solid food long ago! Milk is for beginners, inexperienced in God's ways; solid food (the Word of God) is for the mature, who have some practice in telling right from wrong” (Amplified Version).

What's is Going On in the World?
We have all heard of the intense earthquake activity and the devastation of the typhoons, the tornados, and the hurricanes around the world these days. The polar icecaps are melting; a volcano in Iceland erupted and its resulting ash was so great, it halted air travel in several areas of the world; and there are truly catastrophic wildfires on the Northern West Coast of the United States. Devastating manmade environmental disasters have caused huge oil spills that have polluted our oceans, and much more.

During these disasters that mankind and all our scientists cannot fix, one group of men applied their intellectual skills to creating a living cell from a computer, using knowledge gleaned from the mapping of the DNA structure a few years ago.

Man was now attempting to imitate the Life Giver himself and thereby create human life. Artificial or not, man was trying to create life—life without a spirit and without a soul. May God have mercy!

If you look back in the Old Testament, you can read where Adam and Eve disobediently ate from the tree of knowledge of good and evil and were ordered out of the Garden, They would be forever separated from the presence of God. Mankind decided in Noah’s days that the good life was to revel in everything evil and wicked on the Earth. In response to this great wickedness, God sent a worldwide flood that drowned the entire population of Earth—except for Noah and his family.

Evil reached a high point in Sodom and Gomorrah and God sent a disaster that wiped them off the face of the earth; people decided to build a tower (the tower of Babel) that would reach the heavens to make a name for themselves. God scrambled their ability to communicate with each other and they never finished it.

Mankind has still gone right on since each of those ruinous times deciding what he thinks is best for himself, what is good for his life, and how to take control of circumstances and people around him. Men and women have used the power of natural resources, intellectual resources, financial resources, electronic resources, and military and judicial resources to do this.

So What Do We Do Now?
We, members of the body of Christ, need to be preparing to be God’s end-time messengers to the world. Yet, so many believers are overwhelmed with their own unhealed hurts, unmet needs, and unresolved issues. It is hard to imagine them as powerful end-time messengers selflessly and convincingly reaching those who are running frantically to and fro in the end times, desperately looking for answers.

I recently read a very good newspaper article in the Sacramento Bee newspaper about Jimmy Carter’s faith and how so many others are modeling their faith so poorly. The writer of the article said:

“For all its loudness, all its exclusion, violence and ubiquity, the faith that is modeled in the public square is often not particularly affecting. It is hard to imagine someone looking in on it from outside and musing to himself or herself, ‘I’d like to have some of that.’”

I cringed when I realized how true that is. Many believers today don’t know what to say or how to act in order to really connect with the unsaved. These believers are so focused on the pain of their own unhealed wounds, unmet needs, unresolved issues, and fears, they are oblivious to how they could or should minister to the hurts and needs of the unsaved. Some of these believers trade off God’s calling to show Christ to others by taking up different causes of society that make them feel they are involved in something important.
What Does the Christian Community Say?  
Too often the Christian community offers hurting or angry believers basically three choices (or answers to how to become someone who lives victoriously and is able to help others).

These choices will never bring permanent healing and restoration to their fearful, wounded, and needy minds, wills, and emotions.

The first choice offered is to believe and accept that Jesus died to atone for your sins and give you abundant life and then just start acting like a whole (fully fixed) person. Sort of the fake it ’til you make it approach, an approach that has never been very effective in spiritual matters.

Christianity today is largely convinced that the answer to spiritual issues that arise is to be scripturally correct, regardless of what the believers’ personal behaviors and lifestyle or depth of pain might be.

The second choice, many are told, is to be delivered from their demons. The third choice is for believers to get Christian therapy. We rarely fix our present and effectively raise up and embrace an abundant future by digging around in our pasts. And it can cost a lot of money! Many Christian therapists, however, do stand in the gap for desperate people, helping them to cope with their painful deceptions and issues.

Some Christian therapists, however, borrow too much from the concepts and methodology of the secular psychiatry and psychology industry instead of introducing real help from God’s Word.

Who Has the Authority Here?  
There is a better way to deal with wounded souls being battered today by the forces of Satan.

Many Christians have been taught to believe they can exert the authority of the power of the blood of Christ against Satan regardless of the state of their own souls. Not so! They shout at Satan, they draw imaginary blood lines on the floor, and they tell Satan that he cannot cross them. They try to bind Satan and loose angels. They try to loose the Holy Spirit to go and change issues in other peoples’ lives. None of these efforts will ever succeed!

What is wrong with this picture (in addition to the fact that Satan is totally aware of what he can and cannot cross or do in a believers’ life)? You cannot loose angels or the Holy Spirit to go anywhere! This belief, although promoted in some churches, cannot be found anywhere in the Bible. Try looking it up and see if you can find any such references.

The problem usually is the presence of open doors of access in a Christian’s unsurrendered soul. Authority, protection, and right standing in any area of life, natural or spiritual, can be severely hindered or rendered completely useless by the presence of open doors of access that an enemy can come and go through at will.

Military leaders in the armed forces will tell you that their highest levels of authority and power (even when backed up by really big tanks and guns!) are useless if there are open doors of access in their supply sources or battle strategy and planning rooms.

There isn’t a smart enemy alive who won’t use open doors of access to attack, slash, and burn what he chooses—and the Christian’s enemy is very smart. Don’t ever be foolish enough to call him stupid or to sing songs about how he’s under your feet! I always want to ask people singing that song: “If he’s under your feet right now, how come he was pounding on your head this morning?”

For all the authority we have been taught to believe that we have (AND WE CAN HAVE CHRIST’S AUTHORITY!), we haven’t been taught how to be certain that we are spiritually
positioned to share in that authority of Christ. Without full access to His power and authority to permanently impact Satan’s workings, we won’t succeed in battles with him. We need to change how we are dealing with our enemy!

First John 3:8 (Amplified) tells us this:

“The reason the Son of God was made manifest (visible) was to undo (destroy, loosen, and dissolve) the works the devil [has done].”

John tells us that Jesus said (John 14:11-14, NIV):

“Believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father is in me; or at least believe on the evidence of the miracles themselves. I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do what I have been doing. He will do even greater things than these, because I am going to the Father. And I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the Son may bring glory to the Father. You may ask me for anything in my name, and I will do it.”

We are to do even greater things than Jesus was doing. Wow! We are to finish the work He left for us to do here on Earth when He returned to the Father. This Scripture also says we can ask Him for anything in His name and He will do it for us or give it to us.

Matthew Henry’s Commentary explains further what Jesus meant in John 14:12-14:

This does not weaken the argument Christ had taken from his works, to prove himself one with the Father (that others should do as great works), but rather strengthens it; for the miracles which the apostles wrought were wrought in his name, and by faith in him; and this magnifies his power more than anything, that he not only wrought miracles himself, but gave power to others to do so, too. . . .

Did Christ heal the sick, cleanse the leper, raise the dead? So should they (and so should we!). Did he convince and convert sinners, and draw multitudes to himself? So should they (and so should we!). Though he should depart, the work should not cease, nor fall to the ground, but should be carried on as vigorously and successfully as ever; and it is still in the doing . . . .

Jesus was saying: "Ask anything that is good and proper for you; anything, provided you know what you ask, you may ask; you may ask for assistance in your work, for a mouth and wisdom, for preservation out of the hands of your enemies, for power to work miracles when there is occasion, for the success of the ministry in the conversion of souls; ask to be informed, directed, vindicated."

Many believers think they can take this verse literally. They expect this passage to mean exactly what they want it to mean—they can ask Jesus for anything they want and He will do it or give it to them. It does not mean that!

This passage means that anything you ask for and need to complete the work that Jesus left for you to do here on Earth, anything you need to fulfill your destiny purposes in the Kingdom—that will be done for you or given to you! It does not mean you can ask for power, fame, riches, new cars, new houses, airplanes, mansions, or a specific mate and He will provide such for you.

Matthew Henry’s Commentary explains further what Jesus meant in John 14:12-14:

It’s Time to Move
Into the Real End-Time Battle
It is time to learn how to close the doors of access in your unsurrendered soul, and become truly effective in disrupting the enemy’s works on a much smarter and larger scale. You can do this with the Keys of the Kingdom as Matthew recorded Jesus promising in
Matthew 16:19: “And I will give you the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, and whatever you bind on Earth will be bound in Heaven, and whatever you loose on Earth will be loosed in Heaven” (NKJV).

This does not mean that God must bind and loose in Heaven whatever you choose to bind and loose (in prayer) on Earth. This verse means that you can come into agreement here on Earth (in prayer) with whatever God has already bound and loosed in Heaven according to His will. When you do such, you’ll be amazed at what begins to be manifested right here on Earth!

---

The Power Of Wrong Beliefs & Curses

Internal wrong beliefs in an individual’s unsurrendered soul will almost always cause external wrong behaviors by that individual. These wrong behaviors can range from repeated recycling of fear, anger, unforgiveness, etc., to overeating, chemical indulgence, illicit sex, and more.

How do you recognize a wrong belief trying to establish itself in your mind? Your first clue will be that it deviates from the Word of God. Your ability to recognize that first clue will depend upon your familiarity with the Word.

For example: If someone tells me that God is too busy trying to monitor the whole world to keep track of me, I can immediately check my reassurance Bible verses and know that this person’s assertion is wrong because the Bible tells me that God is everywhere (omnipresent), knows everything (omniscient), and is all-powerful (omnipotent). And, He loves me!

My right belief about the inerrancy of the Bible leads me to the right behavior of promptly dispatching any challenges to my trust in God’s ability to be everywhere, always aware of each one of us (especially me!), and more powerful than our finite minds can comprehend.

Curses?

I am often contacted by people who are convinced they have had a curse put upon them. It is very likely that they have come into a wrong agreement with someone who insisted that a “curse” had been placed upon them.

Remember that when you come into a wrong agreement with someone (especially someone who has a strong soul), a soul tie is inevitable. That soul tie can then allow the other person to subtly or covertly manipulate your beliefs and thoughts to convince you that you have been cursed.

A curse (found almost exclusively in the Old Testament) is considered to be a supernatural act that possesses an inherent power of carrying itself into effect. I have never known of anyone who has actually been cursed by someone else, by the enemy, or by any of his spirits.

I have known many, however, who are living under bondage to a wrong belief about curses having been placed upon them. If their wrong belief is strong enough, they can begin to manifest symptoms and behaviors that correspond with that wrong belief. Wrong beliefs quite often become wrong behaviors. Our internal belief system (right or wrong) has a powerful impact upon our external lives.

The Living Bible tells us in Proverbs 26:2: “An undeserved curse has no effect. Its intended victim will be no more harmed by it than by a sparrow or swallow flitting through the sky.”

If you are born again, washed in Christ’s blood, you have been forgiven for your sins and for any sins of your generational family. Any form of a supernatural curse cannot be placed upon you (or any other Christian). A spoken word curse, however, has the potential to create wrong thinking in you and in others who hear it and don’t reject it as obviously wrong.
Misguided believers can accept wrong agreements that curses have been placed on them thereby causing them mental and emotional grief as if they were cursed. These symptoms of grief are not caused by a curse! They are wrong behaviors caused by a wrong belief!

Wrong beliefs can be very powerful, but wrong beliefs can be loosed!

Your Bible says that you are a child of God, assuming, of course, that you have accepted Jesus Christ as your Savior. If you haven’t, go to the Final Thoughts section at the back of this book to do so right now.

If you need encouragement to do this, call my Voice Mail Service at 916-721-7770 or e-mail me at liberty@libertysavard.com.

In Producing the Promise II and Breaking the Power II, you can find a lot of information about how powerful a wrong agreement can be. The main understanding you need is that:

Wrong agreements always bring forth the power of darkness. Right agreements always bring forth God’s power and light.

If wrong beliefs from wrong agreements you have made attack your mind, loose the wrong beliefs and the wrong agreements—as many times as you need to until you feel them diminishing or completely disappearing. Then immediately fill your mind with right thoughts such as listed from (Philippians 4:8, KJV) on the following page. By doing this, you will be making right agreements.

“Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, THINK ON THESE THINGS,”

Look in your Bible and find a right thought that you can declare to go with each of the eight themes from the verse above and then listed below. Then write the good thought beside the corresponding theme:

- Something true
- Something honest
- Something just
- Something that is pure
- Something lovely
- Something of good report
- Something good to praise

Asking the Right Question!

In The Message written by Peterson, there is a great passage where the disciples ask Jesus whose fault it was that a man was born blind. Was it the man’s fault or was it his parents? Jesus replied:

“"You are asking the wrong question. You are looking for someone (or some thing) to blame. There is no such cause and effect here. ASK INSTEAD, what can God do now!"

That is really good! Can you imagine what it would be like if you and everyone you know or have ever heard of would stop looking for someone to blame for every mistake, omission, or wrong step made, but instead they asked God what He and each of us could do now?

That would be fantastic!

He loves His children and He can do anything or give anything to them that each one of them REALLY NEEDS (whether they know it or not)!
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TESTIMONIES

Liberty, Thank-you so much for not giving up and not
giving in!!!! I am a life forever changed because of
your pursuit of God and your God-given ability to
break it down to understandable bites. I pray for you
to receive EVERYTHING that The Lord has for you
in Jesus Name.

I have a private practice as a marriage and family
therapist. I spoke at an Aglow Lighthouse this week. I
use the SYS and BTP in counseling. It is fun to see
people set free from engrained ways of thinking. I
really wanted you to know how much I appreciate
you and your teaching. Kim

Hallo Liberty: So, so many thanks for your teachings
and books and MOST OF ALL your obedience to the
Holy Spirit to do what you do. I praise God for your
example that you set. You still are one of the MOST
honest teachers that I have EVER listened to.

One last thing about you that I want to share with
you: I believe that your power lies in your soft and
gentleness. You come over so soft and gentle but also
with such POWER that you just blow over any
resistance to your message.

I know you say that it is the work of the Holy
Spirit but still you ARE the vessel that is
prepared to be available to be used!! I thank

God for you!! I believe God is saying to you – “Good
and faithful servant!!” Many, many thanks.
Marius de Villiers
South Africa

Hello Liberty, I wanted to share my gratefulness to
you and the ministry team. Today as I was finishing
up preparing for tonight's bible study I was reading
chapter 6 of Producing The Promise II, I always get
teary eyed and excited at the same time of the
revelation Holy Spirit has revealed to you. For so
many years I have sat in the church knowing that God
is so much more than I've been taught in the past.

This particular chapter touched the core of my heart
as it hit the bullseye of why so many are not getting
healed in the church. I say that because God use to
tell me about myself "until I let Him take complete
control of my life, He could not get to the root of my
issues" I really did not understand a lot of what God
would speak to me until He lead me to that thrift store
and I found your books.

You have made it so simple to understand Gods
truths. Liberty. Thank you. Thank you. I love living
and teaching from your books. My life will never be
the same. I desire to help others to come into the same
truths you have taught me...Abundant Blessings!
The Kings Daughter, SW

Q&A

Dear Liberty: I have been faithfully doing your
prayers from SYS since 2011. Question: My
daughter is wanting to marry a man in September that
is NOT God's will. How do I use the prayers for
"messy situations" in this situation?

Linda: Don't "do" or "use" the prayers. Pray the
prayers and consider each word a word said to God.
Bind everyone who is involved in this situation to
God's will. That, believe it or not, is the best prayer
possible here as you don't know all the details and
God doesn't need any suggestions about what to do.
He cares much and will work on all the details. Don't
feel God has not let you down if the marriage
Sometimes God has to allow hard things to happen to hard heads to get their attention to make some changes in their future.

Please join with me and others committed to praying for the children of the world who desperately need us to agree that God’s will shall be done in their lives and quickly.

Lord, I come to you with pain in my heart asking that you forgive me for not daily remembering and praying for those who cannot help themselves. I bind every child in the world to your will. I bind their minds to your mind, Jesus, and I bind their wounded and ragged emotions to the healing balance and comfort of the Holy Spirit.

Please speak words of strength, encouragement, and hope to them. Please send help to rescue them quickly. I loose the enemy’s influence from all adults who are using and abusing so many children in the world today. Please heal the abusers from whatever has driven them to such behaviors. People are not born knowing how to abuse; they learn from being abused themselves. Please break this evil cycle in their lives.

You have said that if we would humble ourselves, pray, seek your face, and turn from our wicked ways, then you would heal our land. Please show us what we need to do to work with You to see our lands and the children in them become safe and healed and filled with hope. Thank you, Father God. Amen

Anyone, then, who knows the good he ought to do and doesn’t do it, sins. James 4:17, NIV
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This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

Liberty teaches Christians how to make their unsurrendered souls (old natures) surrender to the will and purposes of God. She also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage and toxic waste from their unsurrendered souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! The message of binding and loosing and the unsurrendered soul teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. Liberty teaches Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and the soulish instruction manuals Christians are so prone to creating for God (so He will know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers always have pure motives, God’s will, never soulish purposes or motives. Binding and loosing Keys of the Kingdom can always expose hidden motives in a believer’s unsurrendered soul.
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